Flexibility for Any Task
High Definition Images in Bright Vivid Colors
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See near, far and everything in between with Acrobat HD. High definition allows you to experience vivid colors and contrast giving you a beautiful crystal clear picture and vibrant display.

It’s our most flexible solution for reading, writing or viewing magnified images at any distance. Use it up close like a mirror for applying make-up or other personal grooming.

By simply rotating the camera you can magnify images in the distance. Use it to view presentations, paperwork, even work on crafts and hobbies. Acrobat HD is ideal for work, school or home and is easily transported.

“I love my Acrobat HD! It has truly given me a new lease on life. I can read any sized print, do more detailed things like threading a needle. Things I used to depend on others to do for me I now do myself. There’s no end to the potential for this wonderful device.”

–Barbara Simmons

ACROBAT HD LCD is a complete system featuring a 3-in-1 Sony® HD camera with a 22”, 24”, or 27” high resolution HD LCD producing maximum picture detail for clear, vivid color display.

The adjustable arm, tilting screen, and rotating capability allows the camera to be positioned at any angle for optimal viewing. A built in handle allows for easy transport.
Features:

- Sony® HD auto focus 3-in-1 camera for seeing yourself up close, reading and distance viewing
- Detachable Sony® HD camera for use at multiple work stations
- Various arms and positioning options provide maximum flexibility
- True mirror image in self-viewing mode
- Memory setting for each HD camera position
- Compact size minimizes space needed on table or desk
- 22”, 24” or 27” high resolution HD LCD monitors provide 1.7x to 95x adjustable magnification (varies with LCD size)
- Large field of view
- 28 available viewing modes to optimize contrast and brightness
- Wrap around dual keypad allows easy access to controls
- Line markers and object locator
- Remote control unit features instant on/off (standby)
- Computer compatible (additional hardware required)
- Set up is easy, just plug in and begin
- 2 year warranty
- Designed and Assembled in the USA

Acrobat HD Short Arm Option
Free-standing short arm is easy to transport and offers great stability. Carrying case included.

Acrobat HD Long Arm Option
Longer arm provides flexibility to work on larger projects. Clamps easily to a table or desk.

Note: Monitor sold separately for Short and Long Arm options.

To schedule a no obligation demonstration, please call (888) 811-3161
Connection Options

For your convenience Acrobat HD Long Arm or Short Arm can be connected to a computer monitor or TV (additional hardware required for TV).

Take advantage of Acrobat HD’s detachable camera head by purchasing an additional arm or workstation.

Acrobat HD Accessories

Rolling canvas case
22” & 24” LCD only

XY or Mini XY Table

Use the optional XY tables to smoothly glide materials under the camera for easy reading.

Local Dealer:
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